Abstract-A comprehensive polarimetric distance-dependent model of the power delay profile (PDP) and path gain is proposed. The model includes both specular multipath components (SMCs) and dense multipath components (DMC), the latter being modeled with an exponential and power law. The parameters of the model were estimated from polarimetric measurements of a large hall radio channel under line-of-sight (LOS) conditions at 1.3 GHz with a dedicated procedure. The validity and robustness of the proposed approach are provided by the good agreement between the polarimetric data and models for the investigated transmitter-receiver distance range. Furthermore, the description of the radio channel with path loss models is discussed for cases where the DMC is included, and a two-step method to compute the path loss characteristics directly from the measured data is developed. The results of this contribution highlight the fact that a complete polarimetric description of all propagation mechanisms and related path loss models is desired to design faithful polarimetric radio channel models.
I. INTRODUCTION
O VER the recent years, extensive experimental studies have been performed with the aim of providing a deeper physical comprehension of the propagation mechanisms and developing physically sound radio channel models for all types of scenarios [1] . Originally, the radio channel was commonly considered as a mere collection of specular multipath components (SMCs) that have well-defined discrete locations in the different radio channel dimensions (e.g., space, frequency, time, etc.). Furthermore, distributed diffuse scattering on electrically small objects and SMCs with low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values are also included into the channel but were historically interpreted as polluting noise. Nowadays, it is understood that these effects cannot be distinguished from each other and form the basis for the dense multipath components (DMC). In other words, the DMC can alternatively be interpreted as the noncoherent superposition of paths with weaker SNRs than the SMCs, which still follow the specular power decay as a function of distance [2] , [3] . Hence, the introduction of DMC in the physical model implies that common radio channel parameters have to be re-evaluated. Indeed, faithful models of the DMC are critical to reproduce the propagation characteristics of the radio channel in indoor scenarios such as the path loss, mean delay, root-mean-squared (rms) delay spread. These characteristics are used for typical coverage analysis, network optimization, localization [4] , or even human exposure analysis [5] .
To this end, various DMC models were developed for indoor environments [6] - [9] from the room electromagnetics theory for diffuse scattering observed in reverberation chambers [10] , [11] . In those models, the DMC is typically observed as the decaying slope of the power delay profile (PDP) [12] and characterized by its reverberation time [8] . It was shown that the energetic contribution of the DMC to the radio channel can vary between 20% and 80% for indoor or industrial scenarios [2] , [13] - [15] . A distance-dependent model was recently reported for indoor radio channels where the PDP is described as the sum of the early SMC part of the PDP and reverberant component [16] . The early part or primary SMC includes the line of sight (LOS), if present, and first-order reflections off the walls, floor, ceiling, and objects. Similar to the room electromagnetics theory, the reverberant component is the remaining part of the PDP such that the DMC cannot be physically distinguished from the secondary SMC (high-order reflections, diffractions, etc.).
Modern radio channel models are expected to encompass a polarimetric description of the physical radio link that could be used for the optimization of diversity-based wireless communications or dedicated applications. In our previous work, the general radio characteristics, cross-polar discrimination (XPD) statistics, and propagation mechanisms were investigated from each estimated individual SMC and DMC as a function of distance and shadowing conditions [17] . Inspite being appealing for the propagation community, polarimetric PDP and path gain models as well as path loss models including both the SMC and DMC are missing in the literature. Here, the contribution of the paper aims at filling this gap and is twofold.
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1) First of all, a polarimetric model of the SMC and DMC PDP/path gain is developed. The proposed model is a strongly modified extension of [16] . In particular, it provides a finer polarimetric description of the SMCs which are decomposed into primary and secondary parts and the DMC which is modeled with an exponential and power law. The parameters of the model are estimated from multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radio channel measurements in a large hall with dedicated processing steps and for larger distances compared to the original paper. The polarimetric path gain model can be used to describe any general characteristics such as the rms delay spread, XPD, or DMC fractional power. From this approach, single-slope path loss models are discussed to take into account the contribution of the DMC.
2) Furthermore, an additional important novelty of this work is the development of a two-step fitting method to obtain jointly the path loss characteristics for the primary SMC and DMC directly from the measured channels. This approach is validated with the measurement and modeled data. A connection between the DMC path loss characteristics and room electromagnetics theory is also highlighted.
This paper is organized as follows: the polarimetric distancedependent PDP and path gain models are proposed in Section II. Section III presents the measurement scenario and the data processing is carefully detailed. The parameters of the model and it validation are discussed in Section IV. Before concluding, SMC plus DMC path loss models are derived based on the observation of the reverberation properties. Finally, a two-step fitting method is proposed to obtain the path loss characteristics for the primary SMC and DMC from the measured data.
II. POLARIMETRIC PDP AND PATH GAIN MODELING

A. PDP Model
From the modeling point of view, the distance-dependent PDP can be understood as the sum of the band-limited SMC and DMC PDP
Steinbock et al. [16] recently proposed to decompose the PDP into primary and reverberant components which both display a dependence to the distance
The primary component describes the early part of the PDP and includes the LOS and first-order reflections (if present) off the floor, ceiling, walls, and objects. It was proposed to be simply modeled by
where n pri is the path loss exponent, G 0,pri the reference gain for the primary component at reference distance d = d 0 , and c the speed of light. In contrast, the reverberation component is the remainder of the channel after the primary component has been removed and describes the exponentially decaying behavior of the PDP tail as
where T is the reverberation time [8] , [10] . From this point of view, it can be seen that the reverberation component is the sum of the DMC [12] and the secondary SMC (high-order reflections, diffractions, etc.)
This modeling decomposition was shown to produce faithful distance-dependent radio characteristics (mean delay, delay spread, path gain, and kurtosis). However, the propagation properties and mechanisms of the DMC and secondary SMC could not be individually assessed. Here, we propose to alleviate this problem by introducing the following decomposition for the PDP:
As an example, the decomposition of the PDP into the primary/secondary SMC, and DMC is illustrated in Fig. 1 in an indoor scenario for a given transmitter-receiver distance d i . This figure shows that the secondary SMC includes a wide collection of high-order SMCs that have different time delays and gains. It can simply be modeled as the superposition of weighted single-Dirac terms with a power law model like with the primary component [see (3) ]
where τ k (d) and G k,sec are the distance-dependent time-delay and reference gain at reference distance d = d 0 for the kth secondary SMC, respectively. n sec and N sec are the path loss exponent and number of SMC, respectively. In a simple empty environment such as the investigated one, it is assumed that N sec does not change with the distance.
The exponential function from (4) was kept to model the DMC in the delay domain
where G Exp 0,DM C is the reference gain at reference distance d = d 0 . For the sake of comparison, it is also suggested to use a power law to model each noncoherent path contributing to the DMC. Indeed, the development of path loss models is always performed with this model, and it can be useful to compare with already published path loss results for radio channels where DMC was identified as the strongest component. However, the authors would like to emphasize that the connection to room electromagnetics theory is completely missing when a power law is used
where n DM C is the path loss exponent and G k,DM C is the reference gain for the DMC at reference distance d = d 0 for the kth path, respectively. N DM C is the number of paths for the DMC. Moreover, when polarimetric measurements are considered, all components can be further decomposed into copolar and cross-polar components
where the subscripts X and Y denote the polarization of the transmitting and receiving antenna, respectively. X and Y are either horizontal (H) or vertical (V ). This decomposition is motivated by the fact that electromagnetic waves might suffer strong depolarization mechanisms in highly reflective environments like indoor scenarios. Necessarily, all components will experience depolarization effects but at different scales due to the nature of each propagation mechanism. Hence, the proposed distance-dependent polarimetric model for the primary SMC is given by
where χ The distance-dependent polarimetric model for the secondary SMC is given by Similar equations can be derived for the DMC with power law model whereas the distance-dependent polarimetric model for the DMC with exponential model is given by (22) where χ XY is linked to the geometrical configuration of the scenario and should not depend on the distance. While (6) can provide a general description of the radio channel characteristics such as the path loss, mean delay, or rms delay spread for example, the set of (11)- (22) provide a deeper understanding of the propagation mechanisms of the polarimetric SMC and DMC.
B. Path Gain Model
From the developed distance-dependent polarimetric PDP model, the path gain P XY averaged at distance d is derived by integrating the PDP with respect to delay for each propagation mechanism and polarization state
Consequently, the following path gain models are obtained for HH, HV , V H, and V V , respectively:
.
The path gains for the DMC with the power law are not detailed here for spacing reasons but could easily be derived. In total, 24 parameters, some of which are distance dependent, are required to tune the PDP or path gain models whether the DMC follows an exponential or power law model in the delay domain. All parameters are summarized in Table I . Despite the high level of complexity, this approach provides deep information about each mechanism for any polarization link. For instance, the model grants flexibility to derive other desired characteristics such as path loss models for each propagation component which will be later discussed in this paper.
III. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN AND DATA PROCESSING
A. Measurement Setup and Scenario
The validity of the developed model is assessed with data collected by an 8×8 MIMO channel sounder at 1.3 GHz with 22-MHz bandwidth in the atrium (48.8 m × 36.35 m × 18 m) of the EuraTechnologies Center, Lille, France. Prior being refurbished into a high-technology building, this three levelhigh environment was the host of a textile plant, explaining the presence of traditional brick walls, marble floor, large windows surface, and metallic structure, as depicted in Fig. 2(a) . A few chairs, tables, benches, and decoration plants are located around the center for social events such that the environment can be considered as almost empty. Fig. 2(b) presents the 13 LOS Tx-Rx positions in the hall with distances ranging between 10 and 45 m. The measurement campaign was performed at night without workers and visitors to ensure that the radio links are static over time. The transmitting unit was moved around the hall whereas the receiving unit was set to the same position for all measurements. A virtual uniform circular array (UCA) was used for both Tx and Rx with dual-polarized patch antennas (antenna XPD > 15 dB for the main beam direction) located at 1.6 m high.
The time-varying complex impulse response of the polarimetric MIMO radio channel h XY (τ, t, m, n) can be obtained by Fourier transforming sampled versions of the frequency response H XY (f, t, m, n) measured for all Tx-Rx links
where τ is the time delay, t the sampled time, f the sampled frequency, m the mth antenna of the Tx array, n the nth antenna of the Rx array, and F −1 the inverse Fourier operator. A major benefit of MIMO-based techniques relies in the measurement of a large set of data over frequency, time, and space, depending upon the sounder architecture, antenna array, 
The expectation operator is applied over all Tx-Rx links to remove the small-scale fading. As an example, Fig. 3 presents the measured polarimetric PDP for position 6 (short Tx-Rx distance) and 13 (large Tx-Rx distance). The exponential decay of the PDP indicates the presence of DMC for all polarization links. In addition, SMC clusters can be clearly observed for the copolar PDP, but individual SMC cannot be visually distinguished from each other due to the limited bandwidth.
B. Data Processing
In order to extract the model parameters from the measured radio channels, it is necessary to fit the path gain model with the SMC and DMC path gain estimates. This is performed with the following procedure.
1) Parametric Estimation: Since we are solely interested into reconstituting estimated versions of the primary/secondary SMC and DMC PDP and subsequent path gain, the polarimetric SMC and DMC parameters have to be initially estimated with a high-resolution parametric estimator. To this end, the data were postprocessed with a polarimetric version of the maximum-likelihood (ML) parametric estimator RiMAX [12] . For instance, the wideband MIMO measurements performed in this work allow to access the time of arrival (TOA), direction of arrival (DOA), direction of departure (DOD), polarimetric complex gain for each SMC, as well as the DMC. A deeper analysis of the estimates could be performed in terms of geometrical/stochastic channel modeling, clustering, or depolarization mechanisms like in [17] but is outside the scope of this paper. Typically, the sampled array response vector h XY can be written as the sum of the SMC s XY and DMC d
In addition, the RiMAX data model assumes that the covariance matrix can be factorized into a Kronecker product on the basis that all dimensions are independent [12] 
where I represents the identity matrix. The dense multipath field is modeled as uncorrelated in the spatial (angular) domains (I MR and I MT ) but correlated in the frequency (time delay) domain (R f ). The isotropy assumption in the angular domain implies that the DMC should be antenna independent as demonstrated in [14] . Originally, the DMC is estimated from the covariance matrix of the complete data model (i.e., sum of all polarization links) such that the estimate is an average across all polarization states. However, the DMC power characteristics are typically not uniform across all polarization links like for the investigated scenarios (see Fig. 3 ). Consequently, the covariance matrix can be broken down into polarimetric parts such that the DMC can be estimated for each polarization link XY like reported here [17]
In addition, the antennas were de-embedded from the measured radio channels with the sampled polarimetric radiating patterns of the patch antennas. The effective aperture distribution function (EADF) technique was used to store and interpolate the polarimetric gain for each SMC as a function of azimuth and elevation angles for both DOA and DOD [18] . RiMAX is an iterative algorithm wherein a fixed number of SMCs are estimated for each iteration step along with the DMC. Here, the number of new SMCs per iteration was set to five as originally suggested in [12] . This number was chosen as a good tradeoff between the estimator computational time and its ability to split coupled SMC. Note that no significant change in the results was obtained with a larger number. The reliability of each new SMC is checked with an SNR criterion [12] , [14] and the algorithm stops itself when all five SMCs fail the criterion. Fifty iterations were chosen such that the maximum number of SMCs was potentially 250. However, the algorithm stopped before reaching this limit for all positions and the mean number of estimated SMCs per position was found to be around 75. For the sake of comparison, this value is in-between the number of SMCs obtained by ray tracing in an empty parallelepipedic scenario with a 5th (61) and 6th (85) order of reflection.
2) PDP Estimation: From here, the band-limited G XY pri , G XY sec , and G XY DM C can be reconstructed from the SMC and DMC parameters thanks to the estimator data model. At this point, it is necessary to define which SMCs contribute to the primary and secondary components. For indoor scenarios with low room volumes, the LOS and first-order components typically arrive within a short delay period and contribute all to the primary part of the PDP. However, for large volume scenarios such as the one considered in this work, some of the first-order components may arrive much later than the LOS. This is particularly true when the Tx-Rx distance is short like for position six [ Fig. 3(a) ]. For this position, peaks are observed 180 ns (54 m) later than the LOS and attributed to reflections off the left and up walls. Here, only the SMCs which contribute to the first observed peak of the PDP were considered for the primary SMC. This is done by picking all SMCs within one delay bin (45 ns) with respect to the LOS, and all the remaining SMCs are thrown into the secondary SMC. This criterion was found to be simple to implement and in-line with the proposed model. Fig. 4 presents the estimated contribution of the primary SMC, secondary SMC, and DMC to the total path gain as a function of distance for all polarimetric links. It is observed that the primary SMC and DMC contributions are not only dependent to the distance but also polarization links as it will be discussed later in Section V-A. In contrast, the contribution of the secondary SMC to the total path gain is weaker than the primary SMC and DMC with less than 9% on average for the copolar and 4% for the cross-polar links, respectively.
3) SMC and DMC With Power Law: After computing P 
where the distance-dependent XPD with respect to H and V is computed from the estimated path gain for the SMC (pri or sec) or DMC by
Finally, the reference gains for the primary/secondary SMC and DMC are computed at reference distance d 0 from 
T HV −T HH T HV T HH
where XPD 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Model Parameters
First of all, the polarimetric path loss exponents were fitted from the estimated primary and secondary SMCs, and DMC path gains. Then, the polarization coefficients as well as the reference gains were computed for the SMC and DMC from (33) to (44). It is shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b) that the primary and secondary SMCs do not exhibit strong depolarization effects (i.e., χ XY SMC ≈ 1) over the whole distance range. In contrast, a larger depolarization is observed for the DMC but still constant. It is only noted a slight change trend for the DMC with exponential model, greater for VV than for HH. This change is too weak to be considered, and the complexity of the model can be decreased by taking the averaged value over the studied distance range. Similarly, T XY was not found to be distance dependent across all polarization links. A standard deviation of 14.7, 3.7, 2.7, and 5.5 ns was computed for HH, HV , V H, and V V , respectively. Hence, the averaged value was also selected to tune the model. Moreover, not only this confirms the validity of the room electromagnetics theory and applicability of the proposed model but also that the estimation of T is more faithful for the cross-polar links. Finally, the reference gains were computed from the data at reference distance d 0 = 10 m for the SMC and DMC with the power law and d 0 = 41 m for the DMC with the exponential law, respectively. Table II summarizes the complete set of parameters required to tune the proposed PDP and path gain model for the investigated scenario. Fig. 6 presents a comparison between the estimated and modeled path gains for each propagation mechanism and polarization link. In addition, Fig. 7 presents the distance-dependent total path gain of the estimated and modeled data, respectively. The path gain models were built from (24) to (27) with the parameters as listed in Table II . The results show a good agreement between the model and data estimated from the measurements. The goodness of fit is demonstrated by the rootmean-squared error (RMSE) values computed between the path gain deduced from the models and measurements (in dB) for each polarization link and shown in Table III . The RMSE values are found as good with a power law or an exponential model for the investigated range. It is observed larger RMSE values for the cross-polar primary SMC than for the copolar links. Conversely, smaller RMSE values are obtained for the crosspolar DMC than for the copolar links. The secondary SMCs present almost the largest RMSE values across the polarization links. The large RMSE values for the SMC could be attributed to the time-gating approach used to select the SMC which has not been optimized. It is noteworthy that a deeper analysis of the polarization mechanisms for each component is not discussed here since this paper primarily focuses on developing and validating the model.
B. Model Validation
V. SMC AND DMC PATH LOSS MODELS
The development of faithful path loss models is critical to the deployment of wireless systems in indoor scenarios. For instance, indoor propagation models rely on the empirical path loss exponent n which links the received power with the logarithm of the distance [1] . A single-slope model is typically observed, but multislope (or multiple breakpoint) path loss models were also reported in office scenarios when the distance was large or when the receiver (transmitter) was located at a different floor [19] . Obviously, the path loss exponent retrieved from the measured channels must be a path loss weighted by the contribution of the primary/secondary SMC and DMC if present, contribution which will depend on the Tx-Rx distance, room configuration, shadowing condition, etc. We note that this aspect is not well addressed in the literature. Moreover, DMC path loss models are missing to the knowledge of the authors. Hence, the computation of the DMC to the total power ratio is a prerequisite to analyze the contribution of each mechanism to the radio channel and impact on the path loss exponent.
A. Polarimetric Reverberation Ratio
Similar to previous works [14] , [17] , [20] , a polarimetric DMC to total power ratio (or reverberation ratio) Fig. 8 presents the polarimetric reverberation ratio R XY as a function of distance computed with the data and model in which the power law and exponential model were both considered. A good agreement is found between the measured and modeled data for the investigated distance range. Results with the exponential and power laws are similar for distances up to 50 m but differ greatly for larger distances. As originally shown in [16] with an exponential model, R XY tends toward zero when the distance between the transmitter and receiver exceeds several hundred meters. However, the behavior of R XY is rather different with the power law and converges toward unity without passing through a maximum value. For the exponential model, the distance at which R XY is maximal is equal to 50 m for both HV and V H but is equal to 75 m for HH and 50 m for V V . However, it is noted that it is not possible at this point to experimentally verify which model holds for longer distances.
In contrast to the path gain models, a strong asymmetry (shape and distance at which the maximum value is obtained) is observed between all polarimetric subchannels and, in particular, the copolar ones. The fact that reverberation effects are nonuniform across all polarization links highlights the complexity of propagation mechanisms even in simple scenarios and that polarimetric radio channel models including DMC must be designed with care. The measured reverberation ratio values are ranging between 20% and 75% for R HH and R V V similar to other investigated indoor scenarios ( [2] , [13] , [14] , [17] and above 75% up to 100% for R HV and R V H . Highreverberation ratio values are expected in indoor or industrial scenarios (when the room electromagnetics theory applies) since intermediate distances are typically used. Consequently, this result confirms the findings of all previous studies on this topic. 
Equation (47) 2) SMC and DMC: The more general case appears when the primary SMC and DMC are both included into the radio channel like the copolar links in this work [ Fig. 8(a) and (d) ].
As an example (all other polarization can be similarly derived), the path loss model for HH is given by
The secondary SMC was omitted in (49) since its contribution to the radio channel is marginal. This expression provides more insight about the path loss mechanisms of the radio channel and highlights the competition between the two components. For instance, when the transmitter-receiver distance is really short or really large (Fig. 8) , the primary SMC dominates the DMC and the contribution of the DMC to the path loss is small. Conversely, there is a transmitter-receiver distance range for which the DMC is the dominant propagation mechanism such that the contribution of the primary SMC is now small. If the DMC is modeled with a power law, then the primary SMC dominates the DMC only when the transmitter-receiver distance is short.
C. Path Loss Parameters' Fitting Technique
The presented path loss models require the a priori estimation of the SMC and DMC path gains from the measured polarimetric radio channels. It is reminded that the estimation process is a highly complex mathematical treatment requiring huge computational postprocessing time especially when the dataset comprises hundreds or even thousands measurement points. In addition, modeling errors due to the antenna array calibration or assumptions in the data model could result in degraded estimates [18] . In contrast, classical log-distance path loss models have been widely used because they follow the opposite philosophy. They do not make any assumptions at all about the propagation mechanisms, and the fitting steps exhibit low complexity and fast processing time characteristics. Here, we explore the possibility to use the SMC plus DMC path loss models as fitting metrics for the measurement data. The motivation is to develop a low complexity technique to obtain joint estimates of the SMC and DMC path loss parameters without the need for estimation technique.
The joint analysis of the reverberation results and SMC plus DMC path loss models reveals that the characterization of the path loss parameter for each propagation mechanism can be split into two fitting steps. Two cases can be distinguished in Fig. 8 . In a first case, R XY is below 0.5 (see horizontal line) such that the SMC power is larger than that of the DMC (copolar links). For the second case, R XY is above 0.5 such that the DMC power is now much larger than that of the SMC (cross-polar links).
As an example, Fig. 9 illustrates this two-step fitting procedure for the measured HH radio channel data. In a first step [ Fig. 9(a) ], the path loss exponent for the primary SMC noted n HH−I pri is computed from the linear region of the logdistance curve for distances where the SMC gain is greater than the DMC. In a second step [ Fig. 9(b) ], the DMC path loss factor η HH−II DM C is computed from the linear region of the lineardistance curve where the DMC gain is greater than the SMC. It is observed that the fitting slope follows well the asymptotic behavior of the model for each region (power law for the SMC and exponential law for the DMC). In addition, the SMC to DMC transition distance between the two propagation mechanisms can be obtained with the intersection of the log-and linear-distance lines. For this case, a transition distance d = 37 m is obtained in agreement with the value in Fig. 8(a) (see  vertical line) . (Table II) (Table II) were also added. As discussed at the beginning of this section, it is confirmed that n XY is not only in-between n XY pri and n XY DM C but also in line with values reported in [1] , [17] , and [21] . Hence, the need for path loss models where DMC is included is clearly demonstrated. Furthermore, a relatively good agreement is obtained between n Overall, the results show that it is possible to grasp the path loss characteristics of each mechanism with the two-step fitting approach which is a strong contribution of this work. Finally, even if the investigated distance span and related measurement dataset were limited, it was sufficient to develop the model since the measured data overlap over both regions. This method is general and could be applied to any path loss data already collected in indoor environments wherein room electromagnetics applies.
VI. CONCLUSION
A comprehensive polarimetric distance-dependent model of the PDP and path gain is proposed for large hall scenarios including DMC. The model is validated with polarimetric measurements of a large hall radio channel under LOS conditions at 1.3 GHz. The measured MIMO channels were processed by RiMAX to separate the polarimetric primary/secondary SMC and DMC from which the parameters of the path gain model were retrieved. The validity and robustness of the proposed approach are provided by the good agreement between the polarimetric data and models. In particular, the description of the radio channel with path loss models is discussed for cases when the DMC is included. Furthermore, a two-step method to compute the joint path loss characteristics of the SMC and DMC directly from the measured data has been developed and validated. In conclusion, the article highlights the need to include not only a complete polarimetric description of both the SMC and DMC into polarimetric radio channel models such as the COST2100 [22] but also that polarimetric SMC plus DMC path loss models must be carefully thought. Future work will focus on checking the validity of the exponential model or power law for larger Tx-Rx distances.
